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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a key aspect of the Agile project
management methodology?
A. Defined list of requirements
B. Daily standup meetings
C. Test-driven
D. Short project durations
Answer: B

Explanation:
References: Kim Heldman, CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, 2nd
Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2017, p. 286

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to configure the print options that a user can change.
Which lines of code should you use at line PG34? (Each correct
answer presents part of the solution. Choose all that apply.)
A. Option E
B. Option F
C. Option B
D. Option C
E. Option A
F. Option D
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Topic 4, Fabrikam, Inc
Overview
Fabrikam, Inc. is a realtor in the United States.
Fabrikam grants its customers access to a web site, where they
can search for houses for rent and for sale. Its customers can
enter basic requirements, such as location, number of rooms,
dimensions, and a price range. The web site displays a list of
houses that meet the customers' criteria. The customers can
then view more details about each house and can add a listing
to a favorites list.
Requirements
Business Goals
Fabrikam plans to provide a more interactive experience for its
customers. Fabrikam is creating a video tour for each listing.
The video tours can be used to visit the property virtually.
Fabrikam plans to create a Windows Store app on Windows 8.1 RT
and Windows 8.1 Pro devices.
General Requirements
Fabrikam identifies the following general requirements for the
app: - The app interface must be available in English, Spanish,
and French. - The app must provide the customers with the
ability to perform searches the same
way that the current web site does. - It is expected that the
customers will view more than 3,000 pictures annually. The main
page of the app must show a list of the last 10 pictures that
were viewed.
- If pictures are added to a listing that is in a customer's
favorites list, the pictures must be downloaded automatically
from Windows Azure. This must occur if the app is suspended or
not running.
Printing Requirements
Customers must be able to print the details of a listing from
the details page by clicking a button within the app.
You plan to add the following XAML markup to the listing

details page: &lt;Button x:Name="btnPrint Content="Print"
Click="InvoJcePrint" /&gt;.
Video Tour Requirements
Fabrikam identifies the following requirements for the video
tours: - Customers must be able to play the video tour on a
different device by using a button within the app. - When a
customer clicks the details of a listing, the app must start
downloading the video tour in the background. - When the app
starts, the app must verify whether there are any pending
downloads, and resume any paused downloads. - The last five
viewed video tours that are not on the customer's favorites
list must be cached for subsequent viewing. - Customers must be
able to download all of the video tours for the properties that
they added to their favorites list. - The property details page
must contain a MediaElement control that will be used to play
the video tour of the property. - When downloading the video
tours, the app must remain responsive, and each download must
be processed on a separate thread.
Package.appxmanifest

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option E
D. Option A
E. Option D
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/cloud-systems-management/
application-policy-infrastructure-controllerenterprise-module/i
ndex.html
Automate network configuration and setup Deploy network devices
faster
Automate device deployment and provisioning across the
enterprise.
Provide a programmable network
Enable developers to create new applications that use the
network to fuel business growth.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal containers decided to use Salesforce sales cloud for
their sales processes won Opportunities must be sent to
external ERP system for order fulfillment. All the line items
must also be sent along with Opportunities. The ERP system
supports only SOAP- based messages for receiving orders What
limitation of outbound messages might present a problem in this
scenario?

A. Outbound
B. Outbound
C. Outbound
D. Outbound
Answer: D

messaging
messaging
messaging
messaging

cannot be made secure
does not support SOAP
does not offer any reliability.
does not support multiple objects
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